Ovarian cancer diagnosis by hippocampus and neocortex-inspired learning memory structures.
Early detection and accurate staging of ovarian cancer are the keys to improving survival rate. However, at present there is no single diagnosis modality that is sufficiently sensitive. DNA microarray analysis is an emerging technique that has potential for ameliorating the hardship in early detection and staging of ovarian disease. However, microarray data is ultra-huge and difficult to analyze. Hence, computational intelligence methods are often utilized to assist in the diagnosis and analysis process. Fuzzy Neural Networks (FNN) are more suitable for this task as FNN provides not only the accuracy, but also the interpretability of its reasoning process. Hippocampus-inspired Complementary Learning FNN (CLFNN) is able to rapidly derive fuzzy sets and formulate fuzzy rules. CLFNN uses positive and negative learning, and hence it reduces the effect of the curse of dimensionality and is capable of modeling the dynamics of the problem space with relatively good classification performance. One of its successors, a hybrid of complementary hippocampal learning and associative neocortical learning called Pseudo Associative Complementary Learning (PACL), is a structure that seeks to functionally model the memory consolidation process. Both PACL and CLFNN have human-like reasoning that allows physicians to examine their computation using familiar terms. They can construct intuitive fuzzy rules autonomously to justify their reasoning, which is important to generate trust among the users. Hence, CLFNN and PACL are applied as a diagnostic decision support system in ovarian cancer diagnosis. The experimental results are encouraging.